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Heat flow and subsurface temperatures in the north Heat flow and subsurface temperatures in the north 
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Thermal blanketing effect of shales and heat Thermal blanketing effect of shales and heat 
advection in regional groundwater flow systems advection in regional groundwater flow systems 
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Estimates of the energy resourceEstimates of the energy resource



Heat FlowHeat Flow

Normal continental heat flow and Normal continental heat flow and 
subsurface temperatures characterize subsurface temperatures characterize 
most of the region.most of the region.
Thermal blanketing effect of shales and Thermal blanketing effect of shales and 
heat advection in regional groundwater heat advection in regional groundwater 
flow systems cause regional thermal flow systems cause regional thermal 
anomalies.anomalies.



Geothermal Map of North America, 2004
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Most of the heat 
flow sites in 
Nebraska and 
South Dakota 
were drilled with 
funding from 
the US 
Department of 
Energy’s 
geothermal 
programs.



T-z profiles in Nebraska from DOE Geothermal Program



T-z profiles in South Dakoa from DOE Geothermal Program



Heat flow contours of South Dakota and Nebraska 
showing the effects of regional groundwater flow



The site at Burton, NE The site at Burton, NE 
provided the crucial provided the crucial 
piece of evidence for piece of evidence for 
groundwater flow as groundwater flow as 
the source of the the source of the 
thermal anomaly.thermal anomaly.





A simple 
geological 
profile tested a 
model of the 
thermal effects 
of water flow 
from the Black 
Hills eastward.
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Thermostratigraphy is the application of FourierThermostratigraphy is the application of Fourier’’s law of heat s law of heat 

conduction to calculate temperature at depthconduction to calculate temperature at depth
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Determine Q from equilibrium TDetermine Q from equilibrium T--z and K.z and K.
Assume Q is constant, K and Assume Q is constant, K and dzdz are knownare known





Estimate geothermal energy in Estimate geothermal energy in 
ND and SDND and SD





Colors are temperature, contours are depth (m), lines are county boundaries



BHTBHT’’s and Observationss and Observations

Although BHT data are useful, they often Although BHT data are useful, they often 
do not indicate actual temperatures at do not indicate actual temperatures at 
depth.depth.
The example from the Williston Basin is The example from the Williston Basin is 
typical.typical.









The energy resource in 
Joules is calculated by

qr = ρcvad(t-tref)

Surfer© GRID routines were used to calculate 
the volume of the formation above the 
reference temperature, e.g. 90 °C

Madison Fm = 1476 Quads



Energy estimates for Energy estimates for 
compared to oil and compared to oil and 
coal.coal.
Coal ~ 118 QuadsCoal ~ 118 Quads
Geothermal ~23 Geothermal ~23 
QuadsQuads
Oil ~ 20 QuadsOil ~ 20 Quads



SummarySummary
Normal continental heat flow and subsurface temperatures Normal continental heat flow and subsurface temperatures 
characterize most of the region.characterize most of the region.

Thermal blanketing effect of shales and heat advection in Thermal blanketing effect of shales and heat advection in 
regional groundwater flow systems cause regional thermal regional groundwater flow systems cause regional thermal 
anomalies.anomalies.

Heat flow, thermal properties, and stratigraphy can be used to Heat flow, thermal properties, and stratigraphy can be used to 
determine subsurface temperatures with good accuracy.determine subsurface temperatures with good accuracy.

Bottom hole temperatures and equilibrium temperatures may Bottom hole temperatures and equilibrium temperatures may 
differ.differ.

Temperatures of 180 Temperatures of 180 °°C can be found in the deeper regions of C can be found in the deeper regions of 
the Williston Basin and temperatures greater than 90 the Williston Basin and temperatures greater than 90 °°C occur C occur 
widely in the basin. widely in the basin. 

In general, the recoverable In general, the recoverable strataboundstratabound geothermal resource in geothermal resource in 
the region exceeds the energy that could be recovered from oil.the region exceeds the energy that could be recovered from oil.
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